
I am particularly amazed at the organized 
nature of traffic and human movement on 
the roads. The ability to enforce the traffic 
rules in everyone’s consciousness helps for 
easy movement and transportation 
management in Canada. 



THE RESPONSIVE ATTITUDE TOWARDS SAVING LIVES AND ENHANCING HEALTH IS ONE OF THE MOST 
OBVIOUS ATTRIBUTES IN CANADA.  

COMPARED TO MY HOMELAND, I FEEL SECURE KNOWING THAT ME AND MY FAMILY WILL HAVE GREAT 
HEALTH SECURITY AND LIFE APPRECIATION.



The exciting thing about the  fish family that I discovered at the Nofrills was, the power of a closely knit family. 
I touched one of the fish on the glass and the family responded in a formidable appearance. They seemed to 
say “ Mess with one, Mess with all”.  

I know Canada welcomes family members and I believe this will help alleviate the feeling of depression or 
loneliness. This is what I perceive in the middle picture of the lonely lobster. 



The color combination gives me a great sense 
of belonging to the LGBTQ community.  

Leaving my homeland, though I feel nostalgic 
about certain things, here in Canada I feel the 
power and freedom of creating beauty and fun 
from relating with LGBTQ people from diverse 
colors and unknown cultures.  

IT IS AN AMAZING FEELING FOR ME! 



……………Leaving my homeland

When I think of where I used to live, I see a lot of traffic congestions and many potholes on the road. I 
hear prayer calls from the mosque and product advertising from street hawkers. I also hear the public 
school bells and kids playing games. I smell the local puff puff and akara (fried bean cake) being fried along 
the street. I also smell industrial gas emanating from gas stations, car exhausts and company chimneys. 

I touch my phones, my dogs and my neighbour’s fruit tree with a promise to be back soon. I can taste my 
pot of vegetable and okro soup with thick pomo (cowskin) and goat meat. I love tasting my little 
daughter’s choco drink.  

NOW IN TORONTO……I miss these activities but I see better things like friendly people, dogs walking 
calmly, buses at regular stops and, non-stop electrical supply. I hear kids playing at the arranged and 
equipped parks and the fire alarm being tested almost all the time. I sense better security, respect for the 
woman and the LGBTQ status and, general living conditions. 

The air is sweet and clean……I only smell PIZZA!.    



The Power of a Gift.

I got this plant from 
our project coordinator- 
Jennifer Ma. I have 
created a special place 
by my window for this 
awesome gift. I will 
cherish the value 
Jennifer has attached to 
me, the plant and the 
project as a whole. 


